Absence of AVPR2 copy number variation in eunatremic and dysnatremic subjects in non-Hispanic Caucasian populations
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Absence of AVPR2 copy number variation in eunatremic and dysnatremic subjects in non-Hispanic Caucasian populations. Physiol Genomics 40: 121–127, 2010. First published December 8, 2009; doi:10.1152/physiolgenomics.00157.2009.—Copy number variation (CNV) is increasingly recognized as a source of phenotypic variation among humans. We hypothesized that a CNV in the human arginine vasopressin receptor-2 gene (AVPR2) would be associated with serum sodium concentration based on the following lines of evidence: 1) the protein product of the AVPR2 gene is essential for renal water conservation; 2) mutations in the AVPR2 gene are associated with aberrant water balance in humans; 3) heritability of serum sodium concentration may be greater in females than in males; 4) the AVPR2 gene is X-linked; and 5) a common CNV spanning the AVPR2 gene was recently described in a non-Hispanic Caucasian population. We developed a highly reproducible assay for AVPR2 CNV. Among 279 subjects with measured serum sodium concentration in the Offspring Cohort of the Framingham Heart Study, no subjects exhibited CNV at the AVPR2 locus. Among 517 subjects in the Osteoporotic Fractures in Men Study (MrOS)—including 152 with hyponatremia and 183 with hypernatremia—no subjects with CNV at the AVPR2 locus were identified. CNV at the AVPR2 locus could not be independently confirmed, and CNV at the AVPR2 gene is unlikely to influence systemic water balance on a population-wide basis in non-Hispanic Caucasian subjects. A novel AVPR2 single nucleotide polymorphism affecting the reporter hybridization site gave rise to an artificially low copy number signal (i.e., less than unity) in one male African American subject. Reanalysis of the original comparative genomic hybridization data revealed bona fide CNVs flanking—but not incorporating—the AVPR2 gene, consistent with our new genotyping data.
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Systemic tonicity is among the most tightly regulated of physiological parameters. In humans, dysregulated water balance results in neurological dysfunction and death. Even relatively subtle changes in systemic tonicity cause reversible defects in coordination and cognition (26, 27). Clinically, water balance is reflected in the serum (or plasma) sodium concentration. Water excess relative to total body sodium content gives rise to hyponatremia, the most prevalent of the electrolyte abnormalities. Hyponatremia complicates a wide range of common medical conditions including congestive heart failure and liver failure and occurs in an unpredictable fashion in response to a number of frequently prescribed medications (reviewed in Refs. 13, 32).

In mammals, systemic water balance is regulated via the renal water-conserving role of the hormone arginine vasopressin (AVP). Release of AVP from the posterior pituitary into the circulation is governed by the hypothalamic sensor(s) of systemic osmolality. On reaching the kidney, AVP interacts with arginine vasopressin receptor-2 (the product of the AVPR2 gene) on the basolateral aspect of principal cells lining the collecting duct. Ligand-dependent activation of this receptor causes sequestered aquaporin-2 water channel proteins to enter the apical plasma membrane such that transcellular water uptake from the urinary space can be achieved (reviewed in Ref. 7).

Recent data have underscored genetic influences on systemic water balance. For example, a number of single-gene (i.e., Mendelian) defects in the AVP/AVPR2 axis have been identified. These give rise to diabetes insipidus (DI, renal water wasting) and a tendency toward hyponatremia via mutations in AVP (4, 18) or AVPR2 (31) or to the nephrogenic syndrome of inappropriate antidiuresis (NSIAD) and a tendency toward hyponatremia via mutation in AVPR2 (15). Mutation of a single amino acid residue in the AVPR2 protein—Arg137—can impact serum sodium concentration bidirectionally: the Arg → His mutation causes nephrogenic DI, whereas the Arg → Cys mutation gives rise to NSIAD (15). Therefore, the AVPR2 gene is a pivotal locus for genetic impact on systemic water balance.

In contrast to these studies involving rare familial clustering of grossly aberrant water balance, little is known about the genetic contribution to water balance on a population-wide basis. A single twin study addressing genetic influences on a panel of biochemical laboratory values suggested heritability of serum sodium concentration (5), and the effect was more pronounced in females than males. Because the AVPR2 gene is X-linked, we hypothesized that a copy number variation (CNV) at this locus might account for this potential discrepancy and impact systemic water balance in humans. In support of this hypothesis, a curated public database of human CNV (Database of Genomic Variants, http://projects.tcag.ca/variation; Ref. 17) included a common CNV spanning the AVPR2 gene at Xq28. This putative CNV, designated Variation_7770, was identified through a genomewide comparative genomic hybridization-based approach (11). Among 50 healthy white males from Northern France, there were a total of 5 copy number gains and 62 copy number losses across a region spanning...
was inferred to be non-Hispanic Caucasian. The population mean was 141.4 meq/l. Ethnicities: 1, non-Hispanic Caucasian; 2, African American; 3, Asian; 4, Hispanic; 5, other. *Ethnicity for FHS Offspring cohort was inferred to be non-Hispanic Caucasian.

Methods

Genotyping—Offspring Cohort of Framingham Heart Study. The Offspring Cohort of the Framingham Heart Study included men and women who were either offspring of the Original Cohort of the study or spouses of these offspring; 5,135 of the 6,838 eligible individuals participated (14, 19). The Offspring Cohort has undergone repeat examinations approximately every 3–4 yr. Genomic DNA was obtained and banked by the parent study. The Original Cohort included 5,209 respondents to a random sample of two-thirds of the adult population of Framingham, Massachusetts, 30–62 yr of age (by household), in 1948 (10). Offspring Cohort genomic DNA from plates 1 through 5 of the Gen2A/unr genomic DNA plate set was genotyped for AVPR2 copy number (see below). Samples were excluded from analysis if they were duplicates of included samples (n = 46) or if phenotypic data (i.e., serum sodium concentration) were absent (n = 154). A total of 286 unique genomic DNA samples were tested; 7 were excluded from the analysis for absence of signal in both target and internal control (n = 2), presence of only a single rather than replicated successful determination (n = 1), or SD > 0.25 between technical replicates (n = 4). Demographic data reflecting the 279 successful genotypes are shown in Table 1. In this and the following sections, all genotyping studies using human DNA were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Portland Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Medical Center, or were deemed exempt by this body under the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 45-Public Welfare, Department of Health and Human Services; Part 46-Protection of Human Subjects; Paragraph 46.101(b)(4), i.e., Exemption 4.

Genotyping—Osteoporotic Fractures in Men Study. Data from the Osteoporotic Fractures in Men Study (MrOS) were used to corroborate our findings with the Framingham Offspring Cohort, above, and to extend these observations to include more subjects with aberrant water balance. MrOS was designed to assess the determinants of fracture in 5,995 healthy community-dwelling U.S. male subjects over 65 yr of age (22). Subjects were recruited from six geographically diverse centers (Birmingham, Minneapolis, Palo Alto, Pittsburgh, Portland, and San Diego); details were published previously (6). Banked serum and genomic DNA were obtained by the parent study from 5,840 subjects, Serum sodium and creatinine were measured on a single instrument with thawed previously frozen serum (Clinical Laboratory, Portland VA Medical Center), and values were obtained for 5,528 and 5,534 subjects, respectively. Subjects with serum creatinine >1.3 mg/dl were excluded from further analysis because abnormal renal function may lead to impaired water excretion (see, e.g., Ref. 35). The Low sodium concentration group included subjects with serum sodium concentration ≤138 meq/l, and the High sodium concentration group included subjects with sodium ≥145 meq/l. These groups approximately corresponded to the lowest and highest deciles (i.e., more than ~1.5 SD units below or above the population mean, respectively) for the MrOS population, in terms of serum sodium concentration. The MrOS population mean for sodium concentration was 141.4 meq/l. For the Mean sodium group, we selected every third subject when subjects with serum sodium concentration of 141 and 142 meq/l were ordered by serum sodium concentration and then by coded alphanumeric identifier (sodium concentrations were “binned” as integers at the time of reporting by the clinical laboratory). Subjects with glucose ≥150 mg/dl were excluded, as were subjects with estimated glomerular filtration rate >2 SD below the population mean; both conditions are associated with reduced serum sodium concentration and/or aberrant water balance independent of the peripheral renin-angiotensin system (19). Genomic DNA from the first 524 MrOS subjects, when ordered by coded subject identifier, was genotyped for AVPR2 copy number. All MrOS subjects were male. As was done for the analysis of the Framingham Offspring Cohort, subjects with SD between replicates of >0.25 were excluded (n = 2), as were subjects from whom insufficient DNA was available for replication (n = 5). Demographic data for the 517 successfully genotyped subjects are shown in Table 1.

Probe selection and genotyping. For CNV determination, unamplified banked genomic DNA was subjected to a real-time PCR-based quantitative assay using a commercially prepared probe set designed to fulfill our specifications and directed against exon 3 of the human AVPR2 gene (Applied Biosystems). Crossing threshold (Ct) was determined for the VIC-labeled AVPR2 probe set and for the FAM-labeled RPPH1 internal control probe set in a single reaction in multiplexed fashion with NFQ quencher and a StepOnePlus instrument (Applied Biosystems). The exon 3 forward primer sequence was GAAAGCTAGGTGCTTCTGCT, the reverse primer sequence was CAGGACCCACAGCTGTT, and the reporter (probe) sequence was CTGGCCAAATCTCTC. These encompass a 109-bp region within exon 3, beginning ~35 bp downstream of the AVPR2 coding sequence in the reference cDNA NM_000054. There are no known “rs” SNPs in this region; there are four (rs5201 through rs5204) in the coding region of exon 3, and all are upstream of the interrogated region. This AVPR2 cDNA sequence

Table 1. Phenotypic data for successfully genotyped subjects in Framingham Heart Study Offspring Cohort and MrOS cohort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age, yr</th>
<th>Na⁺, meq/l</th>
<th>Creatinine, mg/dl</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHS</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>M 50.2%</td>
<td>43.3 ± 9.3</td>
<td>139.3 ± 2.7</td>
<td>1.13 ± 0.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MrOS High</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>M 100%</td>
<td>72.7 ± 5.8</td>
<td>145.6 ± 0.8</td>
<td>0.98 ± 0.14</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MrOS Mean</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>M 100%</td>
<td>72.5 ± 5.4</td>
<td>141.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.14</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MrOS Low</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>M 100%</td>
<td>73.1 ± 5.9</td>
<td>136.6 ± 2.2</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.18</td>
<td>175 0 0 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phenotypic data for the successfully genotyped subjects from the Framingham Heart Study (FHS) Offspring Cohort and the Osteoporotic Fractures in Men Study (MrOS) cohort. All data are shown as means ± SD for n subjects. The MrOS High sodium (Na⁺ ≥ 145 meq/l) and Low sodium (Na⁺ ≤ 138 meq/l) groups consisted of subjects with serum sodium concentration in the highest and lowest deciles, respectively (i.e., more than ~1.5 SD units above and below the population mean, respectively). Subjects in the MrOS Mean sodium group had serum sodium concentration of 141 or 142 meq/l; mean for the entire MrOS population was 141.4 meq/l.
was aligned with the corresponding genomic sequence (nucleotides 152823564-152825834 of NC_000023.9) in Spidey (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/spidey/; Ref. 33) to assess exon/intron boundaries. All reactions were performed in duplicate except where indicated (i.e., sample availability was limiting). Although the manufacturer recommends performing CNV assays in quadruplicate (Applied Biosystems part no. 4380021 Rev A), the very small amount of genomic DNA made available to us, coupled with the high reproducibility among replicates, permitted duplicate determinations to suffice. Within each 96-well assay plate (n = 48 samples, in duplicate), copy number was estimated as ΔCt with the equation 

\[ \Delta C_t = C_{t,\text{VIC}} - C_{t,\text{FAM}} \]

Copy number was normalized to the whole plate average copy number (for the all-male MrOS samples) or to the average of the male samples (for the Framingham Offspring Cohort plate average copy number (for the all-male MrOS samples) or to the relative to their male counterparts. Skewed X-inactivation, in which X-linked gene could result in an increased estimate of heritability (i.e., equation 2Ct/VIC

\[ n \]

The MrOS was designed to assess the availability was limiting). Although the manufacturer recommends duplications were performed in duplicate except where indicated (i.e., sample water balance on a population-wide basis. The X-linked water-regulatory gene and produced similar results in pilot experiments (data not shown). Given that AVPR2 spans only ~2 kb and that CNV were reported much larger—spanning the entire gene—it was not expected that probe location would affect our ability to detect CNV.

To amplify the genomic context of the exon 3 CNV probe binding site, PCR primers AVPR2-2005-3’ (CTGCTATACAGCTGGGATGTT) and AVPR2-2005-3’ (CTGCTATACAGCTGGGATGTT) were used; the 300-bp amplicon inclusive of the 109-bp exon 3 primer/reporter target region was then sequenced with primer AVPR2-1748-5’ (CTGGCTTCCCCCAAGATGGACT).

Modeling impact of an X-linked polymorphism on heritability. We modeled in preliminary fashion the effect of a hypothetical polymorphism in the X-linked AVPR2 gene, considering two alleles with dissimilar effects on serum sodium concentration. We hypothesized the presence of a minor allele (i.e., copy number >1) with an arbitrarily selected frequency of 0.2 that conferred a decreased serum sodium concentration of 130 meq/l and a corresponding major allele (i.e., copy number = 1) with frequency 0.8 that conferred a normal serum sodium concentration of 140 meq/l. An additive model was presumed, in which each allele contributed equally to the serum sodium concentration in males and the single allele dictated serum concentration in females. We then generated 1,000 hypothetical male sib pairs and 1,000 hypothetical female sib pairs, based on expected Hardy-Weinberg distribution. Among male sib pairs sib-sib regression of serum sodium concentration showed a slope of 0.5 with an \( r^2 \) of 0.25, whereas for female sib pairs the slope was 0.75 with an \( r^2 \) of 0.56 (Prism 4.0c, GraphPad). Although we did not model a universe of possible minor allele frequencies and did not consider a range of genetic models, we inferred that a polymorphism in an X-linked gene could result in an increased estimate of heritability (i.e., sib-sib correlation) for sodium concentration in female sib pairs relative to their male counterparts. Skewed X-inactivation, in which preferential expression of either the normal or the variant allele modulates disease severity in a heterozygous female (3, 12, 21), was not modeled.

RESULTS

In a study of mono- and dizygotic twins, the estimated heritability of serum sodium concentration was greater among females (5). Our preliminary modeling indicated that an X-linked polymorphism associated with hyponatremia could give rise to an increased correlation of serum sodium concentration among female sib pairs, relative to male sib pairs (see METHODS). In part because one had recently been reported (11), we hypothesized that a polymorphism in the form of a CNV in the X-linked water-regulatory AVPR2 gene would impact systemic water balance on a population-wide basis. The AVPR2 exon 3 probe set was designed to ascertain copy number. We screened deidentified genomic DNA obtained from a panel of male (n = 6) and female (n = 6) subjects to establish the discriminatory ability of this probe. In all instances, estimated copy number was approximately twice as high in female subjects as in male subjects, consistent with AVPR2 being an X-linked gene (data not shown). A second probe set recognizing exon 2 of this gene gave equivalent results (data not shown).

We assessed AVPR2 gene copy number in banked genomic DNA from subjects enrolled in the Offspring Cohort of the Framingham Heart Study. This population was chosen in part because, in terms of ethnicity, it was consistent with the non-Hispanic Caucasian population in which the putative AVPR2 CNV was identified. In addition, phenotypic data reflective of systemic water balance—including serum sodium concentration—were available from this population; these demographic data are shown in Table 1. We tested 286 unique unamplified genomic DNA samples for AVPR2 copy number (see METHODS). All copy number assessments were performed in duplicate (i.e., 2 technical replicates). For each sample, AVPR2 copy number was normalized to an internal copy number control for the RPPH1 gene (encoding the RNA component of the RNase P complex); there is no reported CNV for this gene, and deviation from expected copy number for this autosomal gene is expected to occur in <0.1% of amplifications (Technical Support, Applied Biosystems). Of the 286 genotyped samples, 7 were excluded from final analysis (see METHODS). AVPR2 CNV is shown in Fig. 1A. Data are ordered by descending copy number; for clarity, only the error bars (indicating SD of the 2 determinations) are shown. Calculated mean copy number was 1.00 ± 0.09 for males (n = 137) and 1.84 ± 0.09 for females (n = 142). Importantly, the mean copy number of <2 in female subjects was not a consequence of reduced copy number in a subset of female subjects (Fig. 1A); rather, it was a function of nonlinearity of the assay. Duplicates were very tight, with data for nearly all subjects exhibiting SD <0.1 (Fig. 1B). Of note, as these were duplicates, SD of 0.1 equates to an intersample difference between duplicates of 0.14 copy number units because SD equals the intersample difference times 2^-0.5. The lowest estimated copy number among female subjects exceeded the highest estimated copy number in male subjects, and a threshold of 1.5 discriminated between male and female subjects with 100% accuracy (Fig. 1A). Data were viewed as a histogram (Fig. 1C), there was a clear bimodal distribution; no subjects had three copies of the gene, and the balance (n = 114) were normonatremic.

We sought a second population to confirm these findings. In addition, reasoning that AVPR2 CNVs might be more prevalent in human subjects exhibiting aberrant water balance, we wished to investigate a larger sample of subjects with hypoad and hypernatremia. The MrOS was designed to assess the...
determinants of fracture in 5,995 healthy community-dwelling U.S. male subjects over 65 yr of age (22). Banked serum was obtained from the parent study and assayed for sodium, glucose, and creatinine concentration, among other analytes. Subjects with glucose \( \geq 150 \text{ mg/dl} \) were excluded, as were subjects with estimated glomerular filtration rate \( \leq 2 \text{ SD below the population mean} \); both conditions are associated with reduced serum sodium concentration and/or aberrant water balance independent of central osmoregulation (20, 35). Banked genomic DNA was requested from the parent study for three subgroups of subjects: 1) Low sodium—subjects with serum sodium concentration in the lowest decile (i.e., hyponatremic); 2) High sodium—subjects with serum sodium concentration in the highest decile (i.e., hypernatremic); and 3) Mean sodium—subjects with serum sodium concentration approximating the population mean (i.e., 141 or 142 meq/l). With this approach, roughly a third of subjects were relatively hyponatremic, a third were hypernatremic, and a third were eunatremic. DNA from the first 524 subjects, when ordered by coded subject identifier, was genotyped to assess AVPR2 copy number; 7 samples were excluded (see METHODS). Demographic data for the 517 successfully genotyped included subjects are shown in Table 1; all MrOS subjects were male. With two exceptions (see below), subjects exhibited the expected AVPR2 copy number of unity (Fig. 2A). Technical replicates for the CNV assay were again very tight: nearly all (i.e., 97%) showed SD \( \leq 0.1 \), which equates to an interassay difference in estimated copy number of \( <0.14 \) for a given sample of genomic DNA (see METHODS). C: distribution of estimated AVPR2 copy number, where data from A are “binned” in increments of 0.1 copy number “units.” (For example, “1.0” is 0.95 < copy number < 1.05). Note that the y-axis is logarithmic (base 2) to more clearly demonstrate the individual subjects at the extremes of the distribution. No subjects exhibited copy number deviating from the expected single copy for male subjects or 2 copies for female subjects.
exon of the AVPR2 gene. Follow-up studies in these two subjects using a primer/reporter set directed against exon 2 (rather than exon 3) showed copy number of unity (data not shown). After resequencing of this region in both subjects, we noted that the lower of the two subjects, in terms of normalized copy number (Fig. 2A), was hemizygous for a polymorphism spanned by the reporter of the exon 3-directed assay (CTGGCCAATTCTC → TTGGCCAATTCTC), potentially giving rise to weaker hybridization and accounting for the lower-than-anticipated signal amplitude; however, in the other subject, no polymorphism was detected within the 109-bp interval over which reporter and primers were expected to hybridize. We sequenced this same region in 19 additional African American subjects in the MrOS cohort, all of whom exhibited copy number of unity in our initial analysis. None showed this polymorphism; all were hemizygous for the wild-type allele. We infer in preliminary fashion that the minor allele frequency for this single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in African American subjects is ≤0.05. There are no reported SNPs in this genomic region.

DISCUSSION

We hypothesized that a CNV in the AVPR2 gene may be associated with aberrant water balance for the following reasons: 1) the AVPR2 gene product is integral to systemic osmoregulation; 2) heritability of serum sodium concentration—an index of systemic water balance—is likely greater among females than males; 3) AVPR2 is X-linked; and 4) a common CNV spanning the AVPR2 gene was recently reported in non-Hispanic Caucasians. The present data derived from two distinct populations of primarily non-Hispanic Caucasian subjects fail to establish the presence of a CNV at this locus. Although negative, we believe these findings are important because of the plausibility of the initial hypothesis and because the presence of this putative CNV was previously inferred based on comparative genomic hybridization. In addition, of
the genes known to impact systemic water balance, CNV has been reported only for AVPR2.

These data strongly support the absence of a CNV. In the mixed-sex Framingham Offspring Cohort, validity of the CNV assay was demonstrated by complete separation of male and female subjects (i.e., no female subject exhibited estimated CNV less than any male subject). In addition, technical replicates using a single subject’s genomic DNA were highly reproducible. The copy number assay was not perfectly linear. Mean calculated copy number among females was not twice that among males; however, when calculated copy number was interpreted in terms of biological plausibility (i.e., copy number must be an integer), all female subjects had two copies of the AVPR2 gene and all males had the expected single copy for an X-linked gene. We reasoned that a CNV in the AVPR2 gene may be more prevalent among subjects with abnormal water balance. Because the Framingham subjects had not been selected by serum sodium concentration, only a limited number had serum sodium concentrations in the highest and lowest deciles (e.g., ~10%, respectively). We had previously assayed serum sodium concentration in nearly all of the 5,995 MrOS enrollees and had grouped subjects into low sodium, high sodium, or mean sodium concentration. We reasoned that testing a subset of these subjects for AVPR2 copy number would increase sensitivity at the extremes of the serum sodium concentration distribution. Despite this enrichment for subjects with aberrant water balance, no subjects with AVPR2 CNV were identified.

It cannot be concluded that a CNV in this region does not exist; however, our data in nearly 800 non-Hispanic Caucasian subjects do not demonstrate a CNV with the frequency predicted by the previously published comparative genomic hybridization data set. The tested subjects largely mirrored the racial makeup of this earlier cohort. An AVPR2 CNV unrelated to the putative one reported in the Database of Genomic Variants data set (http://projects.tcag.ca/variation/) may yet exist in other populations.

Although no instances of increased AVPR2 copy number were detected, two instances of measured copy number below the expected level were identified. However, because these were male subjects and AVPR2 is an X-linked gene, a copy number <1 is not biologically plausible. In addition, assessment with a probe set directed against an adjacent exon was consistent with a copy number of unity. Possible explanations include: 1) one or more polymorphisms in the region of primer or probe hybridization resulting in diminished AVPR2 signal or 2) CNV in the internal control RPPH1 gene. We excluded the latter possibility because copy number estimations of other genes—when normalized to RPPH1 copy number—were not affected in these two individuals (data not shown). Because both affected subjects were African American, and because African Americans constituted only a small percentage of the investigated subjects, we hypothesized that a polymorphism affected amplification or binding of the fluorescent copy number probe. Accordingly, one individual was found to be hemizygous for a novel polymorphism within the AVPR2 reporter hybridization site.

Reexamination of the raw data from the original array comparative genomic hybridization study (11) indicated the presence of bona fide CNVs flanking—but not incorporating—the AVPR2 gene. These regions are ~0.24 Mb downstream (e.g., Variation_37014) and 0.64 Mb upstream (e.g., Variation_3259) of the AVPR2 gene and have been confirmed by other investigators (9, 23–25). Because comparative genomic hybridization data from this region were noisy, the computational algorithm “smoothed” the CNVs together into one larger, artificial signal. This is a recognized analytical problem in reported CNVs, and, as a result of the present study, this particular CNV entry has been removed from the Database of Genomic Variants at the authors’ request. We urge researchers to exercise caution in interpreting such information and recommend checking the original data carefully where possible before embarking on large-scale follow-up studies. The original array comparative genomic hybridization data from the de Smith et al. study (11) are publicly available (//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=gds&cmd=search&term=GSE691), and new ultra-high-resolution array comparative genomic hybridization data on 40 HapMap individuals have also been placed in the public domain by the Sanger Centre (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/humgen/cnv/42mio/).
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